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Coffin Hop
The Scars of Venus
The night the young slave Muus found the skyshard, Fate set things in motion that would change many lives. Muus' own and that of his
master Kjelle; the life of Birthe the young wisewoman, and of Tuuri, who served the false Jarl Rannar. Follow their adventures in this first
book of the Shardheld Saga, the great new fantasy adventure trilogy.

Lingnan Science Journal
Stanley Yelnat's family has a history of bad luck going back generations, so he is not too surprised when a miscarriage of justice sends him to
Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre. Nor is he very surprised when he is told that his daily labour at the camp is to dig a hole, five
foot wide by five foot deep, and report anything that he finds in that hole. The warden claims that it is character building, but this is a lie and
Stanley must dig up the truth. In this wonderfully inventive, compelling novel that is both serious and funny, Louis Sachar has created a
masterpiece that will leave all readers amazed and delighted by the author's narrative flair and brilliantly handled plot.

The Farm Quarterly
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Celebrate Valentine's Day with these clean, family-friendly jokes! Your kids will have funny jokes to share with their friends and you'll have
plenty of one-liners ready for the dinner table. Complete with jokes, puns, riddles, artist illustrations that really bring the jokes to life, and 5
bonus activity pages, this book is fun for the whole family!

Infertility Stinks
"This book is a haunting multi-generational novel about the shifting faces of Mala - adventurer and protector, recluse and madwoman. The
plot contains sexual violence and mature themes" -- Prové de l'editor.

Female Genital Mutilation
COFFIN HOP: DEATH BY DRIVE-IN is the first collection of stories from the ranks of the annual Coffin Hop online horror extravaganza.
Brains from Space! Robot Squids Gone Wild! Radioactive Microwave Men! Monster Mash Massacres! Crotch Tentacles! Werewolf lovin'!
Vengeful Gods! Hot-Rod Hauntings! Alaskan Apocalypse! Vampire Seduction! Man-eating Toilet! Robot Lincoln & Zombie Jackson! Featuring
interior art by the legendary Nik Seizure and an introduction by B-Movie expert and cult classic Stink of Flesh director Scott S. Phillips!Get
your popcorn ready and dim those headlights. The Dusk 'til Dawn is about to begin, and it's gonna be killer, baby!All profits from COFFIN
HOP: DEATH BY DRIVE-IN will be donated to LitWorld.orgVisit us on the web at www.coffinhop.com

Silent Sorority
This ground-breaking, interdisciplinary volume provides an overdue assessment of how infertility has been understood, treated and
experienced in different times and places. It brings together scholars from disciplines including history, literature, psychology, philosophy, and
the social sciences to create the first large-scale review of recent research on the history of infertility. Through exploring an unparalleled
range of chronological periods and geographical regions, it develops historical perspectives on an apparently transhistorical experience. It
shows how experiences of infertility, access to treatment, and medical perspectives on this ‘condition’ have been mediated by social,
political, and cultural discourses. The handbook reflects on and interrogates different approaches to the history of infertility, including the
potential of cross-disciplinary perspectives and the uses of different kinds of historical source material, and includes lists of research
resources to aid teachers and researchers. It is an essential ‘go-to’ point for anyone interested in infertility and its history. Chapter 19 is open
access under a CC BY 4.0 license via link.springer.com.

Exodus
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Clinical Methods
For the frustrated runner there is another way to race. By focusing on what others overlook, you can get back to enjoying your races. With
this clear, concise dose of reality, you can format the strategy YOU want. The author has over forty years of experience racing in
Massachusetts and Idaho, with brief stints in Kansas and Oregon. He now lives in Central New Jersey. All talent levels can benefit from the
many detailed situations that this book covers.

The Goatman
Gardens of Oceania summarises available knowledge about numerous food plants with commercial potential, in order to assure the
development of an agriculture that can produce a sufficient amount to cope with a formidable population growth while at the same time
preserving the Vanuatu environment.

Pheromones and Animal Behavior
Harbinger in the Mist
From the New York Times bestselling author Meg Wolitzer, a “devastatingly on target” (Elle) novel about a young woman's accidental death
and its effect on her family and friends. For years, Sara Swerdlow was transported by an unfettered sense of immortality. Floating along on
loving friendships and the adoration of her mother, Natalie, Sara's notion of death was entirely alien to her existence. But when a summer
night's drive out for ice cream ends in tragedy, thirty-year-old Sara—"held aloft and shimmering for years"—finally lands. Mining the intricate
relationship between love and mourning, acclaimed novelist Meg Wolitzer explores a single, overriding question: who, finally, "owns" the
excruciating loss of this young woman—her mother or her closest friends? Depicting the aftermath of Sara's shocking death with piercing
humor and shattering realism, Surrender, Dorothy is the luminously thoughtful, deeply moving exploration of what it is to be a mother and a
friend, and, above all, what it takes to heal from unthinkable loss.

1601 - Conversation as it was by the Social Fireside in the Time of the Tudors
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow Mystery Series! "A funny, fast-paced, clever, and unusual mystery that will have readers
clamoring for more. Sheer delight."--Carolyn Hart The truth about what happened in 1949 went to Paul Fischer's grave Too bad his body
didn't! Advertising copywriter Leigh Koslow doesn't pack heat -- just a few extra pounds. And she doesn't go looking for trouble. When she
moved into her cousin Cara's refurbished Victorian house, she wasn't planning on discovering a corpse -- certainly not one that had been
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embalmed ten years before. But as anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough of Avalon could tell her, her cousin's house has a history
attached. A history dating back to two mysterious deaths in the summer of 1949. Someone wants Leigh and Cara out of the house -someone who has something to hide. But that someone doesn't know Leigh's impetuous cousin, and when Cara digs her heels in, Leigh
looks to her old college chum, local policewoman Maura Polanski, for help. But the answers the trio find only point to more questions. Were
the scandalous deaths of fifty years ago really an accident and a suicide? Or were they murder? The nearer the women get to the truth, the
more desperate someone becomes. Because some secrets are better off kept. Especially when they hit close to home! "A thoroughly
delightful debut. Bright, breezy, and witty. I couldn't put it down." --Tamar Myers Originally published in mass market paperback by
NAL/Penguin, Putnam, Inc. in 1999.

Risk Criticism
In Exodus: A Commentary on the Greek Text of Codex Vaticanus, Gurtner provides an introduction and comprehensive commentary on the
Greek text.

Never Buried [#1 Leigh Koslow Mystery Series]
Reproduction of the original: 1601 - Conversation as it was by the Social Fireside in the Time of the Tudors by Mark Twain

Holes
For well over a century, Chinese fengshui, or "geomancy," has interested Western laymen and scholars. Today, hundreds of popular manuals
claim to use its principles in their advice on how people can increase their wealth, happiness, longevity, and so on. This study is quite
different, approaching fengshui from an academic angle. The focus is on its significance in China, but the recent history of its reinterpretation
in the West is also depicted. The author argues that fengshui serves as an alternative tradition of cosmological knowledge, which is used to
explain a range of everyday occurrences in rural areas, such as disease, mental disorders, accidents, and common mischief. The study
includes a historical account of fengshui over the last 150 years augmented by the results of anthropological fieldwork on contemporary
practices in two Chinese rural areas.

Rainfed Farming Systems
Whacked!
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Infertility Stinks! a 31 Day Devotional is a poignant devotional that will walk you through the soaring highs and the desperate lows -sometimes
hourly - endeavor to carry on in the face of individual heal concerns, negative test results, and a multitude of fertility issues. Infertility Stinks is
a devotional to get you through the roughest of rough days.

WHO Laboratory Manual for the Examination of Human Semen and Sperm-Cervical Mucus Interaction
In an era of "fertility for all" and dominated by Mom's Clubs and helicopter parents, Silent Sorority reveals the difficult business of rebuilding a
life when infertility treatments prove fruitless.

Valentine's Day Jokes for Kids
Explains how animals use chemical communication, emphasising the evolutionary context and covering fields from ecology to neuroscience
and chemistry.

Fengshui in China
Most women who die from cervical cancer, particularly in developing countries, are in the prime of their life. They may be raising children,
caring for their family, and contributing to the social and economic life of their town or village. Their death is both a personal tragedy, and a
sad and unnecessary loss to their family and their community. Unnecessary, because there is compelling evidence, as this Guide makes
clear, that cervical cancer is one of the most preventable and treatable forms of cancer, as long as it is detected early and managed
effectively. Unfortunately, the majority of women in developing countries still do not have access to cervical cancer prevention programmes.
The consequence is that, often, cervical cancer is not detected until it is too late to be cured. An urgent effort is required if this situation is to
be corrected. This Guide is intended to help those responsible for providing services aimed at reducing the burden posed by cervical cancer
for women, communities and health systems. It focuses on the knowledge and skills needed by health care providers, at different levels of
care.

Publications of the University of Oklahoma Biological Survey
Gardens of Oceania
Unlike most infertility books that focus on medical treatment, Healing the Infertile Family examines the social and emotional problems
experienced by couples confronting infertility and suggests how they can be alleviated. In this updated edition, Gay Becker discusses her
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most recent study of couples experiencing infertility and offers guidelines for resolution of this common problem that will enable couples to
face the future with hope. Unlike most infertility books that focus on medical treatment, Healing the Infertile Family examines the social and
emotional problems experienced by couples confronting infertility and suggests how they can be alleviated. In this updated edition, Gay
Becker discusses her most recent study of couples experiencing infertility and offers guidelines for resolution of this common problem that will
enable couples to face the future with hope.

The Yellow Bar
Meet the Reynaldos, a simple country family living on their farm in the 1940s American Philippines. Good luck has bounced their way and the
family is climbing out of rural poverty to become successful entrepreneurs. But sweet luck turns bitter when World War II erupts explosively in
their backyard. The victorious Japanese arrive as their new masters, bringing with them a new set of rules and other bad surprises. This
includes forcing the Reynaldos to be servants in their own house.As seen through the eyes of their youngest son, Pepot, The Yellow Bar
delivers a close up view of the almost forgotten history of the Japanese occupation of the Philippines and the horrors of the Battle of Manila,
telling the story of a remarkable family that struggles to survive it all through quick thinking, faith, and a pinch of dark humor. Based on a true
story.

One Hundred Years of Chemical Warfare: Research, Deployment, Consequences
In this personal account, one man details how his past life sins had a direct effect on his love life. Frank Mares, a successful middle-aged
businessman, was always mystified why his love life was snake bitten. Others thought of him as a considerate, funny guy with good looks, but
every one of his long-term relationships with attractive women ended in a fiery wreck. After the death of his father, he started a meditation
practice that inexplicably rewarded him with psychic abilities. With his new gift, he discovers that reincarnation is real and he recovers facts
about nine of his past lives. Most of those lives involved violent, bloody deaths. Mares goes on a spiritual journey to find out why he kept
dying violently and why he couldn't find the love he was looking for in his current life. The answers do not come easily, but by using a team of
three world class psychics, he tracks down the shocking reason why the Universe is angry with his soul. The psychic team finds that within
the soul of this normal, small businessman resides a brutal, stone killer from the 1600's, who surprisingly was the revered founder of a gentile
noble family. The killer's portrait still hangs in his tourist destination castle outside of Prague, while Mares pays his Karmic bill. Mares hopes
to salvage the dark time in his soul's past into something that could help others today. Specifically, he found that everyone's long term
romantic relationships were preplanned before their births. This planning was done not so that you can find love and happiness, but rather so
that your soul can learn spiritual lessons through heartache. By examining his past relationships with a new perspective, he saw how the
Universe set him up for romantic doom through amazing coincidental encounters and by ruthlessly preventing more suitable girls from ever
meeting him. If you read this book, you will never look at Love and Death in the same way again. In addition, some of your past romantic
disappointments might now start to make sense.
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Healing the Infertile Family
Intraspecific communication involves the activation of chemoreceptors and subsequent activation of different central areas that coordinate the
responses of the entire organism—ranging from behavioral modification to modulation of hormones release. Animals emit intraspecific
chemical signals, often referred to as pheromones, to advertise their presence to members of the same species and to regulate interactions
aimed at establishing and regulating social and reproductive bonds. In the last two decades, scientists have developed a greater
understanding of the neural processing of these chemical signals. Neurobiology of Chemical Communication explores the role of the
chemical senses in mediating intraspecific communication. Providing an up-to-date outline of the most recent advances in the field, it
presents data from laboratory and wild species, ranging from invertebrates to vertebrates, from insects to humans. The book examines the
structure, anatomy, electrophysiology, and molecular biology of pheromones. It discusses how chemical signals work on different mammalian
and non-mammalian species and includes chapters on insects, Drosophila, honey bees, amphibians, mice, tigers, and cattle. It also explores
the controversial topic of human pheromones. An essential reference for students and researchers in the field of pheromones, this is also an
ideal resource for those working on behavioral phenotyping of animal models and persons interested in the biology/ecology of wild and
domestic species.

Durio, a Bibliographic Review
Note: this is a 5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) size coloring book, similar to A5 padfolio size; perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. "Take it
offline," "Let's get the ball rolling," "Ping me," and of course, "synergy." These are just some of the worst clichs that have come out of
corporate America. It's a known fact that prolonged exposure to these office sayings can lead to increased eye-rolling, annoyance and strain
of the facial muscles from too much fake smiling when hearing these from your manager. To combat this, we've created this corporate clichs
adult coloring book as much needed stress therapy; a fun, passive-aggressive way to take out your angst against these ridiculous office
sayings that have taken over your meetings, memos and emails from your company's higher ups. We've taken 19 of the most annoying
corporate clichs and translated them into hilarious, literal translations that you can color and poke fun at. Most are even workplace friendly
so you can hang them on your wall without your manager giving you the stink eye (well, depending on where you work hmmm time for the
disclaimer: we make no promises on whether you'll get the stink eye if you pin pages of this book to your office / cubicle wall, so you assume
the risk on that!). ***Benefits*** -We've taken 19 of the most ridiculous corporate clichs that have ended up on top business publications'
"must stop using list" and translated them into hilarious, literal representations. -5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) similar to A5 padfolio size;
perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. -The perfect birthday, stocking stuffer, white elephant, secret Santa, gift for a co-worker, friend or
loved one who has to suffer thru these clichs on a daily basis. -Studies have shown that adult coloring books are perfect stress therapy. We
even consulted with a few therapists who confirmed this. And let's face it, hearing corporate clichs over and over is not fun! But what is fun is
poking fun at them in a passive-aggressive way that can relieve stress! -Unlike most coloring books, each illustration is a carefully crafted
theme, tied to a specific clich and not simply random patterns. -Coloring book images are only on one side of the page (we didn't double
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dip!). -But not to waste the space, we put some fun stuff on the reverse side of each page: a corporate-speak definition, fun trivia and a
hashtag on so you can post pictures of your artwork on social media. -We even included a fun all-occasion gift checklist inside the cover so
you don't have to buy a separate gift card. You can be cheap and environmentally friendly at the same time!

The Palgrave Handbook of Infertility in History
Whacked! is the definitive book of insane commentaries that focus on movies of the horror and exploitation genre of the 1970s and '80s. The
satiric criticism of movies featured in this book is the meat. The movies themselves serve as a backdrop. Home Video pioneer, Glen Coburn,
writer/director of Bloodsuckers From Outer Space creates a quirky cast of characters that meander through his commentaries. These
characters and their presence as the author's movie viewing companions are often more significant that the movies themselves. A central
figure in the book is Coburn's unofficial bastard stepson, Elmo. This scruffy, unwashed young man is responsible for perpetual hijinks that
often distract the author from his mission to strip down each movie to its despicable anatomy.From the author: “After years of suffering from
over active sweat glands I finally realized the truth. The vaporous fumes of this book do not serve as movie reviews. My commentaries are
not a sewer pipe to the understanding of movies such as, “Cannibal Buttwipes of Alabama.” My flatulent essays are the entertainment itself.
It was brought to my attention by a lobotomized turnip farmer that when he read these articles he was overcome with a compulsion to witness
the movies. My beautiful writing led to great inspiration in the simmering brain of this pathetic specimen of humanity. I was not alone during
my adventure in self-loathing. Several people and animals were always around to stink up the place. My horrible bastard surrogate son, Elmo
was at arms length most of the time. His chronic presence was disturbing and comforting in equal measure. My lovely wife, Honeypot
watched some of these movies while reading a cookbook written in Braille. My darling smart-ass daughter, Princess sat in on a few viewings
and quickly turned even more disgruntled. A friend of mine described this book as toilet reading. He said that each of these commentaries
could be read in one sitting. If you enjoy this book, I will fawn over you until you become nauseated. Those who do not appreciate my work
can go straight to hell.”An excerpt: “This movie reminds me of being doped-up on cold medication. It's like waking up in a night sweat from
the grip of an awful dream only to realize that you're still dreaming. When you finally wake up again, you figure out that you're in another
dream. This goes on until ninety minutes have passed and you become fully alert, engulfed in a pond of your own saliva. If Christopher Nolan
was drunk on window cleaner and made Inception for ten dollars, the result would be Blood of Ghastly Horror. I don't mean that in a bad way.
This movie is a veritable masterpiece of making one movie out of another movie and then making another movie out of the first two. Each
additional film contains new footage that is unrelated to anything in any movie ever made. The layers are intractably woven together into an
irresistibly trippy gruel.”Review: "Not since that other Texas redneck has there been a critic whose collection contains such a colorful cast of
characters and a trashy attitude toward the trashy films we (for no good reason) love. WHACKED is not only a nauseatingly fun read, but
between all the shinola and bullstuff, I bet you'll learn a thing or two. It's a perfectly putrid addition to your vast library of otherwise stuffy film
books that take themselves way too seriously." -- Michael Koopmans FANGORIA.com

Stealth Racing: Running Strategy Your Coach Doesn't Know
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Cereus Blooms at Night
The book opens with a description of female circumcision/female genital mutilation, its history and its consequences for health. The authors
look at the reasons used to justify it--control of women’s sexuality, tradition, interpretation of religious dictates--and present a history of the
movement working to combat it.

Comprehensive Cervical Cancer Control
While a good grasp of the many separate aspects of agriculture is important, it is equally essential for all those involved in agriculture to
understand the functioning of the farming system as a whole and how it can be best managed. It is necessary to re-assess and understand
rain-fed farming systems around the world and to find ways to improve the selection, design and operation of such systems for long term
productivity, profitability and sustainability. The components of the system must operate together efficiently; yet many of the relationships and
interactions are not clearly understood. Appreciation of these matters and how they are affected by external influences or inputs are important
for decision making and for achieving desirable outcomes for the farm as a whole. This book analyses common rain-fed farming systems and
defines the principles and practices important to their effective functioning and management.

Managing Cover Crops Profitably (3rd Ed. )
In the summer of 1983, a young teen named Danny Brent and his two best friends share good times and special moments while enjoying that
unique magic of childhood, an all too brief time when anything seemed possible. They also share a chilling adventure that bonds them
together well into adulthood. Now, for the first time in almost thirty years, Danny is sharing his secret about what really happened, the story
about his brief encounter with the Goatman - a legendary creature that exists on the outskirts of town in a haunted area called Goatman's,
how he saved his life, and what happens afterwards. From the author: "The Goatman" is very much inspired by Stephen King's "The Body,"
which was then made into the brilliant film "Stand By Me." I wanted to capture the essence of what it was like to be a young boy and growing
up, spending time with your best friends, a magical time when every day was an adventure and anything seemed possible.

Corporate Cliches
Risk Criticism is a study of literary and cultural responses to global environmental risk in an age of unfolding ecological catastrophe. In 2015,
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists reset its iconic Doomsday Clock to three minutes to midnight, as close to the apocalypse as it has been
since 1953. What pushed its hands was not just the threat of nuclear weapons, but also other global environmental risks that the Bulletin
judged to have risen to the scale of the nuclear, including climate change and innovations in the life sciences. If we may once have believed
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that the end of days would come in a blaze of nuclear firestorm, we now suspect that the apocalypse may be much slower, creeping in as
chemical toxins, climate change, or nano-technologies run amok. Taking inspiration from the questions raised by the Bulletin’s synecdochical
“nuclear,” Risk Criticism aims to generate a hybrid form of critical practice that brings “nuclear criticism” into conversation with ecocriticism.
Through readings of novels, films, theater, poetry, visual art, websites, news reports, and essays, Risk Criticism tracks the diverse ways in
which environmental risks are understood and represented today.

Publications
This book is open access under a CC BY-NC 2.5 license. On April 22, 1915, the German military released 150 tons of chlorine gas at Ypres,
Belgium. Carried by a long-awaited wind, the chlorine cloud passed within a few minutes through the British and French trenches, leaving
behind at least 1,000 dead and 4,000 injured. This chemical attack, which amounted to the first use of a weapon of mass destruction, marks a
turning point in world history. The preparation as well as the execution of the gas attack was orchestrated by Fritz Haber, the director of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry in Berlin-Dahlem. During World War I, Haber transformed his research
institute into a center for the development of chemical weapons (and of the means of protection against them). Bretislav Friedrich and Martin
Wolf (Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society, the successor institution of Haber’s institute) together with Dieter Hoffmann, Jürgen
Renn, and Florian Schmaltz (Max Planck Institute for the History of Science) organized an international symposium to commemorate the
centenary of the infamous chemical attack. The symposium examined crucial facets of chemical warfare from the first research on and
deployment of chemical weapons in WWI to the development and use of chemical warfare during the century hence. The focus was on
scientific, ethical, legal, and political issues of chemical weapons research and deployment — including the issue of dual use — as well as the
ongoing effort to control the possession of chemical weapons and to ultimately achieve their elimination. The volume consists of papers
presented at the symposium and supplemented by additional articles that together cover key aspects of chemical warfare from 22 April 1915
until the summer of 2015.

Publications of the University of Oklahoma Biological Survey
A guide to the techniques and analysis of clinical data. Each of the seventeen sections begins with a drawing and biographical sketch of a
seminal contributor to the discipline. After an introduction and historical survey of clinical methods, the next fifteen sections are organized by
body system. Each contains clinical data items from the history, physical examination, and laboratory investigations that are generally
included in a comprehensive patient evaluation. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Neurobiology of Chemical Communication
Cover crops slow erosion, improve soil, smother weeds, enhance nutrient and moisture availability, help control many pests and bring a host
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of other benefits to your farm. At the same time, they can reduce costs, increase profits and even create new sources of income. You¿ll reap
dividends on your cover crop investments for years, since their benefits accumulate over the long term. This book will help you find which
ones are right for you. Captures farmer and other research results from the past ten years. The authors verified the info. from the 2nd ed.,
added new results and updated farmer profiles and research data, and added 2 chap. Includes maps and charts, detailed narratives about
individual cover crop species, and chap. about aspects of cover cropping.

The Guardian Index
Surrender, Dorothy
This definitive and essential source of reference has been thoroughly up-dated and revised to meet the requirements of all laboratories
involved in the analysis of human semen. The book sets out the fundamental laboratory techniques that should be employed in the diagnosis
of male infertility. The text includes descriptions of how to construct a conventional semen profile and provides standardized protocols for
performing several optional diagnostic procedures. Such techniques are essential in the evaluation of infertile couples and in assessing
fertility in men whose sperm production is suppressed by potential anti-fertility compounds or by toxic agents: they are also of interest in
forensic medicine and in connection with artificial insemination. Previous editions of this volume have established themselves as the gold
standard in the area of fertility investigation and treatment: this new edition continues that tradition and will be the benchmark for setting more
rigorous standards for future years.

The Spirits Control Your Love Life
HEAVEN AND EARTH COLLIDE. HOLY. HELL.When 18-year-old Lindsey Foster and her mother unexpectedly inherit a beautiful Antebellum
home in South Carolina, they think it will be an adventure, a new start.But the house has a dark past. When Lindsey uses a Gullah ritual
board to contact the spirit playing tricks on her, something vicious is unleashed. What once seemed harmless is now malevolent and hell-bent
on revenge.Tensions mount when Eli, a handsome and mysterious seminarian, moves into the guest room for the summer. The draw to him
is immediate. And forbidden.As she fights her feelings for the young priest-in-training, Lindsey unravels the violent history of the house. With
the help of paranormal Investigators and Eli's brotherhood, she must find a way to end the haunting Without damning both she and Eli to a
hell greater than they ever imagined.

Shardfall
In the last decade of the 15th century a new and deadly disease called Morbus Gallicus, or syphilis, appeared and spread rapidly throughout
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Europe. The effects of syphilis were so severe that it, and those suffering from it, where regarded with horror and despair. It is difficult for the
modern reader to appreciate the fog of confusion which surrounded sexually transmitted diseases in earlier times. Those suffering with these
diseases were often condemned as victims of their own "sinful lust of the flesh"; a judgement attitude which hindered most of the early
attempts at control and treatment. Despite this general attitude, there were some doctors who persevered in their attempts to understand the
causes and discover treatments for syphilis and other sexually transmitted diseases. The Scars of Venus is illustrated with pictures of people,
places, instruments and documents. It presents the historical background and achievements of the early venereologists through to the current
venereologists' fight against HIV. This book will be of interest to anyone concerned with venereal diseases: doctors, nurses, counsellors,
laboratory workers, medical historians, and those working in the areas of public/world health and the spread of infectious diseases.
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